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1.  The  Problem. 

In comparing, the overall strategic conduct of the 

United States with that of the Soviet Union, a sharp con- 

trast emerges between the obvious Russian emphasis on the 

psychological dimension of military policy, and the equally 

obvious neglect of this dimension In the military policy of 

the United States. 

The essentially psychological concept of deterrence 

has been prominent in U.S. defense planning for many years, 

and yet force-structure and weapon-system decisions are still 

made without explicit consideration of the Impact of those 

decisions on others' perceptions of U.S0 military power.  For 

example, the entire structure of the Soviet armed forces 

reveals the intent:! on to capitalize systematically on the 

widespread tendency to evaluate military power in simple 

numerical terms; American force planners by contrast, tend 

to be guided by organizational preferences for high unit-quality, 

and tend to discount numbers per se.  Nor are such preferences' ^ 

a reflection of objective circumstances, notably the high cost 

of U.S. military manpower.  In the capital-intensive strateglc- 

nuclear sector, for example, it has been U.S. policy to remove 

weapons from the published Inventory as soon as they failed 

to meet the most exacting criteria of modernity.  As against 
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this.   It  haS been Russian policy to retain In the Inventory anv 

weapon whlch could stln be represented as serviceable. As a ' 

result, Bt>mt  9;JC ICRM3j 5^ SLEM3 an:: 32S B ^ .^^^1 ^^ 

been withdrawn from U.S. operational foroes over the last 

decade and a half, „hlle the Soviet Union has retained in 

service virtually every 3trateElc „eapon It had ever deployed, 

with the exception of a small number of primitive ICDMs, and a 

few bombers. 

Owlne to these divergent deployment policies, by the 

time the SAL-1 accords «ere signed In 1972, the Soviet Union 

enjoyed a clear advantage in the number of deployed ICBM» - 

and it is now evident that this one index of strategic power 

was treated by political observers the world over as a crucial 

element In the Soviet attainment of "strategic parity." „ore- 

over, the came purely numerical factor was prominent In the 

y u.u.  negociatopa to answer criticisms of the 
unequal SAL-1 ceilings. 

It is apparent that there were sound strateGic, eco- 

nomic and technical reasons for withdrawing weapons such^as the 

Atlas ICBMs from the operational inventory.  Similarly, there 

•Inclusion of the B.47 and B 58 b 

ee^rap^;L0U^a^™^"'he^t™,S^'1'"r?-;;^-chn? 

LtS0^t
ci^L'%h?:ra;'eo^tosinc?,':n°Lvb.u^;:?urt 

ombers also withdrawn from 
cal and 
as equival- 
;he SAP. 
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wore sound reasons for abandoning reliance on the B.^7 bomber 

force.    In any event, by the time the SAL neßOtlatlons wore 

in proereun neither Atlaa ICDMn',, ih47?j noi- the other old--»..' 

weapona remained in the inventory to keep or withdraw.  But 

the Minutonan I force was still intact.  At a time when it was 

already perfectly obvious that the force-ceilings of a SAL 

accord would reflect primarily the numerical status ouo, U.S. 

decision-makers nevertheless chose to remove the Minuteman Is 

from the inventory to make way for the Mlnuteman 3s, instead of 

merely adding the new weapons to the old, as the Russians were 

doing concurrently with the SS-lls and SS-9s. 

There was an obvious and critical inconsistency in 

U.S. policy, which denied all importance to purely numerical 

factors in the context of force-structure decisions., and which 

then proceeded to give full diplomatic recognition to "mere 

numbers" in the context of international negotiations -- precisely 

the arena where force is, or is not, translated into effective 

political leverage. 

2The 5^4 Titan I 
from service w 
serviceablD wi 
th0 B.^73 coul 
without the co 
of an overseas 
forward-basing 
a deterrent fo 
by every'index 
quite unequivo 
weapons. None 
the unilateral 
of policy. 

and 126 Atlas liquid-fuel iCBMs withdrawn 
ere vulnerable and could not have been kept 
thout continuing and high maintenance costs; 
d not be represented as being operational force 
stly (and diplomatically difficult) maintenance 
base system.  Moreover, by the mid-fifties 
had been recognized as fatally vulnerab]e in 

rce.  In any case, U.S. strategic superiority 
of measurement waa very great at the time and 

cal oven without the retention of these older 
of these objections apply to the argument that 
withdrawal of the Mlnuteman Is was £ gross error 
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The Immediate effect of the decision to withdraw the 

Mimi^nmi Is unilaterally was to sol   the staGc for the advent 

of aucaian nuncrical iup^lorlty m the rCBl<  ÖOctor 0, .^ 

Btratoglc competition - a superiority formally registered 

and recognized In the SAL-1 accord..  The broader impact of 

the decislor ras manifest m the transformation of third-party 

perceptions of the strateGlc balance.  Had serious consideration 

been G:Lven to the diplomatic and political consequences of the 

"managerial" decision to withdraw the Mlnuteman I force. It 

seems unlikely that the decision would have stood unchallenged 

at the national level. 

Even if it was much cheaper to convert silos rather 

than to build new ones, a good case could have been made for 

accepting the higher cost of building new silos for the mnuto- 

mil  3-  Further, even if these costs were not accepted, it 

Should have been possible to find an interim solution, such as 

the maintenance of the Mlnuteman Is in some forrn of "active 

Storage,»' pending the outcome of the SAL-1 talks.  It should 

be noted that the Soviet Union extracted an Important concession 

(SLBM replacement) for the withdrawal of its older ICBMs, under 

the terms of article III of the Interim Agreement on the 

Limitation of Strategic Arms. 

In retrospect, the Minu; eman I decision seems inexplica- 

ble to the outside observer in its failure to take diplomatic 

considerations into account.  But if the ^Inutoman I decision 

'ik 

„jtrnt  .^--^■■.. ..^-—-^--.«■.■^■, 
i 
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5 
is viewed  In  its  domes tic nollti -n 

^L.LL poiicical and orranis'afin.i^i 
^ '- ^——f a monoUtlüc ratlMaUty;  ^ -' 

«lüh H """•    InCl0ed'  th"^ ^mlltar 
«Uh  the oour.o „r event, .oulc,  find  the p.e.ent  dla ■ 
Quito unreau.tie. «älscusalcn 

In USAF and sub-usAP dcri--wm -  , ■ 
h , ""loion-mking,   in 03D,  and 

07" 0SD a:K'  the Ü3AF'   thC — ^^ - —Panty Pen- 

:rons'the Khoie ™" - ^ -p-an09 of .w „ien3.. 
even the nequlre,nenta ef 3AL dlplenacy ^ a vls the ^ 

th: ensin8"ins -""—«-ors lnvolved) Khlle
c
tho 

undertow or tacit arms eontrol BDai. „- 
while ,,  v, strongly influenced OSD, 

Z       auc preforenoes of the ^—"S co„: , perceptnai and diplomatic factora ^ ^    ^ 

I'0" COnSlderatl0',■  — ^  --nLation and ^ ODerand5 
os  Government in 19oq-iQ79 <♦■ ——^i 

i-AJy jy^, it was only natural ****.   ■   <- 
nceetlatlen. ever .trate-Mc n ^ornational 

etrateelc arms, and declslon-maklnc over the 
deployment of these sane stratB<,l„ ame strategic arms should have been Insul-.t^ 
from one another. insulated 

WhUe there were a good many disparate factors at 

22  - - mmm* ,  aoclslon, there can he little douht 

a major common denominator „as the Ceneral tendency to 
-ore or at loast dl3ceuni thc ^^  ^ 

:nüti: :tetra'mbe-ai0-----visible., indie.,'- 
'- a  certn.n definite vaiue in themsnives  could hardiy have 



influenced d.elslon-malclne slnoe the perceptual dimension of 

deployment poUoy ls refractory to quantitative evaluation - 

unlike the enslneeM^ or financial dimensions - and inccei 

It would have to rest or, vague and unsystematic propositions 

about what others may or may not thihk about American Strategie 

power,  in a decision-making process that became increasingly 

mechanistic, particularly after 1961, In which greater and 

greater emphasis was placed on comparisons of variables that 

are easily quantifiable, wholly unquantifiable notions could 

hardly play a .significant role.  Kven if admitted into the 

decision-process, which rarely happened, unsubstantiated con- 

tentions about the psycholotical (and therefore political) 

repercussions of force-structure or weapon-system decisions 

were thereafter discounted to the point of inslgnificanco. 

11 is Important to recognize 11,0 generality of the 

Phenomenon. With a consistency that would bo remarkable if 

It were accldc.-tal, Russian force-structure decisions have 

tended to maximize the perceptible manifestations of Soviet 

military power, while an equally consistent neglect of per- 

ceptual factors Is evident from the character of American 

force structures.  Par from being an isolated exception, the 

contrast between the unilateral withdrawal of the Hlnutojjan I 

force and the retention of the Soviet SS^Ts and SS^T^ 

reproduced in vlrtwaUy every sector of military power, from the 

number of army divisions to the armament of surface combatants 
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Under present plans for exan.ple, eh. „.5. Army ^ to ^ ^ 

tot.1 of 16 arrive divisrons. „hilo at t„e last count the .Soviet Amy „„„ 

»re than ten ti„..s as ,M„y, 168,  .,„ (lva„u ^.^ ^  ,     ^^ 

la of the order ot  2.15 to 1.  it la knom that only abcmt ono.thlrd ^ 

the Russian divi.ions are deployed continuously at fuU strc„Etl„ so that 

a direct compa,:lso„ would have to include African reserve „ad National 

Ouard iorces also.3  «oraover. U.S. ArBy divisions are. of course. t,„ch 

larEer than their Russiaa counterparts.  „ reorgaai.ed on Russian Un... 

With smaller divisions and still smalicr division-slices (i.e. with 

diminished manpower i„ support and service forces outside divisions,. 

-d with the same proportion of under-strength units, the U.S. Army couid 

deploy rou^iy 78 ..divisions" with its present manpower levoi. thus reduce 

very considerably the apparent numerical imbalance between the two armies.4 

While some have advocated such a Soviet-style organlaation for 

purely miUtary reasons, there is no reasons to bolleve a £riori that the 

tsCZ^drli°nd?£R^rdVesiz
bin"ail0tr 's b0th f«^ ^   »""' '»«" 1« 

Institution. 1975 P 'if^^y^yfSff ^ ("ashington: The p.rooMags 
of all types as opposed to 1.68^" L l^T' " " ''^ 372 '«»11=« 
as opposed to tha 10.5.1 dlvlalon ratio .i"thf^iSla2• ' r"tl0 0f ',-5:1> 
(Russian battalions are. of course, smaUar.)        '»"»»«' "tio. 

eX^ri^^aiyTsraniipcr^rth0"-^-"^'1"-'^ ^^"-^ 
to be Soviet-stylo, for oth.^Lf Jtl „^the e^1I",K« "»"" -Iso have 

in excess „f tJt ävailab '  'r „e" aS^rtbe^o^"" reqUlrD """'"'^ 
tare — and this in turn wn„l,l „.„ •  ,  ,   Post-reorganization struc- 

ment methods ... and so on    Th  "re o'f T" ChanE0S '" l"CtilJi'1 de',)o'- 
reorganiaation schemes which would ^l^n^ ^uT"iBl

U" ""^ 
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6rou„<I-£orce „.„Uati« o, th. So„i<:t .„.d fore.. ls In fact itt.t.8icaUj, 

a.d tactics superior to the ^tic^     In pmlcnlar_   it ha8 Me ^^ 

de»„.eratl!d convincinsly that the Ru88iM ^^^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ 

« opposed  to sustai„ed combat  capabllity>  or Eussian ^^^^ o£ ^^^^^ 

^.cc»« „„, ^„^ trainin8 „. preternbiü ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^ 

»ct„ods.     T,lero  te  thuE a .^.^ cas>   igalnit  ^  i;reat   ^^^^ ^ 

costs of sUch a roorga„i2atlon .. u .tm.,lc ^  tacticai ^„^^^^^ <ro 

the only "outputs" to be maximized. 

But If the comparison  Includes the perceptual-political dimen- 

sion,   it  is „o ionger possihle to reserve Judgment on „hich of  the, two force- 

structures  is "hotter":     it  is abandantly cloar ^ cver ^^ ^ ^ 

Soviet  Union has gained great political net benefits from the Perceived 

»nd  those  of  MTO as  a „hole.5       And   it  is  .,u.Uy  obvloi,s   ^   ^ 

rectly cstimtod.     But  the Soviet  iLZv?8  CaPabilities  been  c< 
was  a net  balance of political^vl? 0bvi0,usly Calculated   that  there 

history when choosing^o^^ fthe     ^rc^s"^^11^6 d°™ .^^ 
that a given increment  in capabilitv „ni ,* ,     presumption  is alwaya 

reactive  counter-deployment  o^Ueoth^.i^f6  %h\
eSS-than-p^ 

wrong of  course.       For  two  r^corn-   e G PrGüumPtion  nmy be 
Power and  Political   Infl  once       T,    T^'   ^ R'3-   VinCent'   Military 

Instmnent jn Soviet F^iSE |^ fin^ ?
a^n BooJh» ^ *tJUaa 

Services   Institute  foTlÄcrS^iSimF  (     "     ^     ^^   ünited 
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of . Syrier Ru..t« army hav. derived fnc,   md hava retlecod,   the ,uperlor 

n^.r „£ R„3.1a„ divisi„„s nore than .ny „„„ ^ ^^ o( ^^^.^^^ 

t'Clp.il) i 1  i l.y . 
t 

In countless official smcuants roference has been made Lo the 

threat posed by die "ifiD 9n^i >t- ^ • ■ •   n    .. ■» 
y    160 Soviet divisions" or "200 Warsa* Pact divisions."7 

rhese were, o  coursQ ^ statements     in .1 
accments. m almost every instance aimed 

at domestic audiences in conjunction with the annu.T K A 
he annual  b^getary struggle over 

.^S. oxpendl..re. But ,. 8ussiMs for ^^^ ^^ ^ iijo ^^ ^^^ 

army. 

*-.«,. .503.  tK... Im.8.. of Ru6slan ^^^^^ on ^^ 

«"ved t(. coUnte„c£ eqMu, PrC„lent. lmaces of ,_ can ^^^^^ ^ 

- ■'■- - "ctaologlcal Süpc.riorlty ,, generaii    ^ thf i960ii ^ 

i^s B.rVed  Co couneeract pcrccption3 of Americnn ^^^^^^ ^ ^^    ^ 

nuclear  power.        Now  that  a  rou^h   Dnrif-v   . 
rou0h   parxty  xs   generally attributed   to  the 

«tratogic-nuclaar  forces  of  the   two  sides,   imaoes  of  a va.M 
ages  oi  a vastly  superior  Soviet 

«round   £„rco cpaM. of orerrUn„i„g Wesu,rn Eutop8 stlll ^^ 

Virtually  every press   -irf--i,>i,->   ♦■„     u • 
of  Warsaw Pact^d ^^1^^™ T*  ^ ^^  «  ^^ 
counts;     few articles  proceed  to  Z^ u       ln  terBS of  divisional 
or  quality).     Hardly any coC e  a  g egate^trl^1"3 • ^^g-   ^^  ^* 

^ abrogate  troop üunnOt^ and   force .quality. 

E.g.   successive  British Defence  White  Paners  and U  .     .. - 
 ILSI^i and U.S.     posture  statements." 
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l-hare Is „o „ee<, t0 .UDmirl„ ,„„ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ 

West relations in Europe in orW t-,. i 
po   crier to demonstrate that the Soviet Union has 

r.ataed mot-.- thana m.M-e psyr.lDlo.Mc a .,.-•,.,  ,, 
y ^o^ical ^attstnctioH iron, thd widaspre-ad ■ - 

- - tho.0 of the .e8t, By tra„slntln8 „hat „as at mojt a aMii ^^ ^ 

.ctu.1 tactlcal .upetlorlty into the ^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^^ 

the Soviet Union has made tflntHKI  . ■ 
made tangible ga.ns an the diplomatic arena, and con- 

tinues to do so. 

In the absence of conflirr t-%. -, . .  , 
contiict, the political shadow cast by 

H^ p„ceptto„S at KuS3ian su?erlorlty on the ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^ 

«.".n, 80ver_ts £0 make ^„„^ conc(!ssioos ^ ^^ SOVIM ^^^ io^ 

d.nin8 Sovu. d.Mnds th.t „ould othawlsa ^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ ^ 

or v«.e. icnoroJ.    Ihe lnpact of thls ^^^^^ ^^^^ hM ^ ^'^ 

acroas the full ranüQ of i-isr-u „■   • . 
8 Ea.t W«.   tat.ractlona In Europe,   fro», the stafus- 

0f-BerU„ „.!£iottaUo„B .„ tUc cmdm:t  o£ ^ ^^ ^ ^^ ^ 

""  Soviet „„ion.  xt ls of eourso difficilU to du„^ ^ ^^ 

fetor, fuvofvo., in the conduct o£ >uch r#latisni_ But M^  iE ^ w^_ 

".1 for th. argn^nt to do so: the centrsf faet that should „ever b(. lost 

•«.« of U  that the SovUt unfoe remlns m„eh Xess ^rtmc  ch.n. say> Italy 

As a soutee of r„ materials> iE i£ ,ulta ^^  ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

any oae of several Persian Caff oU exporters, and In the food an. fibre 

-ctor. by  the unfte. States. A. . Source o£ inTC3tm<!nt capicai ^ ^ 

oofo.fcaf Who. for Europe, the Soviet Union ranhs with Eieehtensteia 

rather than with, sav Attaf-r-to  u 
say, Austria.  Hence the unique importance of military 

power as a constituent of overall mMnnn! 
overall national power for the Soviet Union. 
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Tlxe  great factor which the leaders of Western Europe have had 

to contend with is the purely .nidUary «trcngth of the Soviet Union, and 

thoy hav* dune fl0 by a mixture oC d^arreaca and conciliation.8 In ths 

latter lay the payoff as far as the Russians were concerned. 

It may be arSued that in making concessions to the Soviet 

Union - the concessions which translated Russian military strength into 

actual political leverage - the leaders of Western Europe were not being 

deluded by false images of Russian superiority on the ground, but were 

rather motivated by realistic appreciations of the "true" balance of military 

power.  According to this line of argument, the fact that the Russians deployed 

their ground troops into many divisions while U.S. and N/TO forces were 

organized in fewer and larger divisions, was quite irrelevant, for policy- 

level appreciations of the balance of power were not based on misleading 

divisional counts but rather on "actual" Russian capabilities, as well as on 

the imputed propensity of the Soviet Union to initiate a conflict. 

Common sense would surest that the national leaders of sophisti- 

catcc, European nations could hardly make an error so crude as to compare units 

that were quite unequal.  But against this presumption there is a mountain of 

8 

any actual use of force on tl 
torrod;  in its absence, and without 

the „cs. to™ i£ COM «ititictXi z^:^ Euro"e■u, """">'• -•■""« 

.j. 
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evld.n.o mttt  du„onstrates „.,„„„, doubt ehat ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^^ 

arc 0l.,„st .lw.y. n,llcll closer t0 th088 sii8gested ^ ^^^ c|.v,sionai ^^^^ 

titan, say, manpowar couata. 

Compnrisous of NATO and Warsaw Pact ground capabilities based 

on th*  single i.dex oC. say, the actual troop strengths available -o the 

two sides would be grossly inade.ua.te. but at least they would be .eaning- 

ful. if only partially so.  By contrast, comparisons of divisional counts 

alone are. strictly speaking. quite .eaningless. given the order-of-^gnitude 

lnequality between the units thus being counted.  And yet Western perceptions 

of Russian superiority on the ground do not correlate with the fractional 

advantages yielded by manpower comparisons but rather with much wider mar- 

Bins of advantage, which correspond quite closely to the meaningless compari- 

son of divisional counts.  The consistency of this pattern of perceptions 

is much too great to make the correlation coincidental. 

Further evidence of the saliency of purely numerical indices 

is provided by another popular token of Russian superiority:  the greater 

number of Russian battle tanks as compared to those of NATO in Europe.  It 

is of course true that the Russian inventory of battle tanks has always 

exceeded by far that of the NATO forces in Europe, or indeed of NATO world- 

wide.  But it is also true that in comparing the strength of a defensive 

alliance with that of a force poised for the offensive, a straight compari- 

son of the number of battle tanks on each side is a very poor guide to the 

relative capabilities on the defense and the offense respectively.  It would 

' 

10 
See references given in note 5, above. 
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—., „obiUty forces "Ujd ■"- —■'-—„ craIuat„ . 
y ,:0rCeS as "B"!»«  NATO firepower    afr 

"rf.r. c^iutL..    Bee ,„ £ict        h ' SUPPOrt- and ml- 

" 0f    ,:he •ülUry balance" 1„ Eurot>e       - 
^ Elven to the .,40_000 

P-     In""<'. S«.t prMltl.nc. 

Quite apart  from the tact^-i 

pia""- -—-—-e. irr iead8,-shi"Md 
have lost their for™     , ^^ RUSSian ta«H8 cnaxr former qualitative superloritv 

Penonty, and are now 0n average 

11 
These particular flßurfia m^ « 
Mance (London: Iis'iq^ r0m the 1974-1975 edition of ^ M-. • 
out elsewhere ihe US-isSR N, V   ^     As the P-sent wrL - ,1 ^f^ 1974) nn i  lfg& "? Q^SR Nuclear Weapons Bsi««« ^,      as P01nted 
y^, pp. 1-6.]  most puhlT^^rr^^-221^^^!1?^ (Beverly Hills-  SAPT. 

bllitv n r      materiel or human inouts ll     military balance are 

.1 
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con.™, lnferlor t0 their Brltish| ^^ ^^^ ^d ^^^ ^^ 

P«t..    I„ spite of aU these reasons £or r(!jc.ctlng „^ of ^^ thc 

simple tank count as an index of mlllt,TO „„ 
military power, numerical took comparisons 

«0 stiU featured as key lances „1 gwund forCl. capabiUtles.  (0f 1>te 

perhaps, in,Pre,..sions of tank vnlneraMUt, beeed on Msleedlo,, battle- ' 

field reports of the October War hav SPT-VPH t- 
ar hav served to counteract images of tank- 

centered Russian capabilities.) 

Much the same state of affairs prevails in the naval sector 

of the super-power competition.  Prom small be8inni.£s. and i. particular 

fro. a groSsly inferior qualitative base, the Soviet Navy has grown in 

quantity and apparent quality to the point where it can no longer be 

dismissed as an antagonist to the US Navy  Indoed ^   u 
"avy.  indeed there have already been 

the first suggestions that the proper goal of rr« „  ,   , 
proper goal of US naval policy should now 

be to attain some form of "nar-!f„" , -v. ^ 
parity with the Soviet Navy, or at any rate to 

concede some semblance of paritv in t-u*  * 
Parxty in the framework of bilateral naval limitation 

12 

I- 

The T-54 series was  superior  in all  respects  to  H,«  cr 
concurrently  in NATO armies  and   it wls   Storno,        \    ^SSSM still  deployed 
Centurion and M-47.   Its   fire-novP. T    automoLlvely  superior  to  the 

not  the  fcrmerriut with  the'adv'ntotVh0^?10   t0  the  la"er  if 

and  the Chieftain  the  average  cuIStv 0f £    ¥& ^t**'   the -T^0-^rd  * 
higher  t^rth^Tof  the  Russian  f^7    r  it***™   tanks  becam^udT" " 
still  the leading  Russian  tank    f^5' IZ^S  ^ ^^•'     The  ^"er, 
tank,   the M^hilTbeinTir^  ioTL^lV0  ^  ***  ^^ W— 
others  in NATO  service.     In  fact   the /£/       !,nPortant  i   sfects  to  the 
(of  1944  design vintage)   re-fnglned wITTdin5  tf^^ eVen  t0 ^nt^ions 
with  the UK 105« gun      There   is  no  re    o     ^       P™^**™ and^p-guJned 
tank,   the IW2 will  recapture  the ««all !tlvf T'!"  l^  thC ™ ^^^ 
Russian tank designers,   'of cou. e'r^     1   " iv"''^^115  ^  ^^ ^ 
by numerical superiority but   this  stir ^o disadvantage  can be offset 
comparisons with  any greater validity: CndOW PUrcly numerlcal 
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accords. 13 

Given the utter .up.rlorlt, of  the us Novy when  the „aval e„m- 

P^itio,, £ir3t haSoo 1„ the U^iiau aftonaath of the Second ferld ,;,r "' 

end Elve„ the heav. tnvest„ent  In „0,   1 p0„er ..,. by  ^ ^ ^ ^ 

th«,  the euMe.a of Russiaa navol plaMl.t. has bMn spectiicular|   (!i ^^ 

"ays .ore .trihlng than Roasian achieveoents in other .enter, of  the aras ■ 

ccpetitfon.    „ithont  for the m„„„t  questionlng ,„. capaMUtlas of ^ 

Soviet Navy under realistic poiitico-n.iUtsry assumptions.15    it mK 
be 

13 
For a (sophisticated) presentation nf .-v,Qo  • a 
^|£n^°f N*^^ M.   Blechen., 
■•      ' '  ^ofa£tc^ a^ PossibiU^ies   (Washing«  n: 

14 

Brookings Institution', 1975) 

15 

the  Soviet  Navy appearsto h7Z h     f07,ulatin8 ,lts  ^ deployment  plans, 
1945 onwards  U hLrSs  ^^^   ^"^^  "-lationally."  so  that   f cm 
finally an anti-Pola^'s  LiL; ' c     T3'   then  nn  ««tl-cairriar and 
Union  in  Euro^ and   tl e  Lar Enst^   V     'M^^^

1
 ^'^^   ±n ^ S^ 

Royal ^i^r^e^sffStf^\9f!ftp53!f1^ 
(^^= 

fiSM nevelosmants:    Context, and Capab UtC ^f"u^~r  '" &ji^ 
Foreign  Policy  Studied     DVUTo^Tr'17^-—^  ^ffifox N.S.:     Center  for y  DCUQies,   üalnousie University,   1973)   pp.   118-18], 

^^^:z^^i^2^     - -rLr:ndh-L-cS:e 
fired at a defended forS^^ell L       ^ the firSt N mlssil" 
An American force Luiooad with J ^       rti0n 0f further »»Issilä». 
successfully with T^^™^^*}^ ^  ^  - contend 
And, of course, once the Soviet wn^J   '"ships, unless grossly superior. 
tually disarmed as far as anM .M   PS laUnCh their SSMs' they are vir- 
contrast, US warships are ^f^.^/^^^os  are concerned.  By 
while carrier Itta ' aJrcr ^t ^re^^'l W"th ^^dable SSM launchers' 

technological lead^fLS^^ 
ordinary price of the nioneer-   ii- uJ   i   foviet: Union haa paid the 

only to be overtaken by the advi. of the. T ^ ^ int0 ^ ^^ ^ 
ECM age.  (In this resnect  H o \ ^M    electronic age, or rather the 

be wholly invalid in terms of the   H ^^ 0f 0CtOher  1973 ^ ^ 
Soviet fleet main uni ^      " ""^ m0rC Ca^hlc  SS^ d«P^^ by 
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recor>nl:;ed  that  In the  cv^  „F  ^ e>es or the world  the Russi:in Navy ^ ^^ ^ 

sort  of  roußh parity with,  the US  Navy. 

Once agaiQ, tha pörca tuaJ r 

impression  in men's rninds  that   t h.  t- . 
Lh0  LWO  ^^  ha- ^-ome  somehow ecpivalenf 

in power are denoted by  their simple  character:       strai.htf , 
„  j st-raightforward  ship counts « .p .^. ^ .a8ery, psc_qüalitatIve ln ch_tari ' • 
warships  are commonly described  as  "bristl.-nc     t^ 

br:LStlln8Wlth ^Pons.")     Underlying 

: :IT:; that 8eopouti"1 ^—- -—-• - y luimi it, „^^ „t,,^, wltho    ..c , 

Mt^ design pactorns on both ^ ^ ^^ 

over the last several years  inH . 

H  „ '   ' a PrOCeSS 0f mergence is now in evidence." 
the key factor which allowed the Soviet Union to 

Uni0n to "ropete with the United 
States at sea was precisely the divergence in A.   ■ 

8    ln desiSn Patterns.  While the 
Ub Navy acquired ships of l^r-ao ^  J • P 0t iarSe (and increasing) unit si^P *«   ,  , fay «nie size in each class, a 

16 
During  the  last  several  vear«.     tha 
combatant  deployments  hal glUn^ay  ta^1^ ?att:ern  in   Soviet   .urface 
Union  is  deploying its  first  full-Lale  ^T^"""  Patte™--     thcfsov^et 
aircraft  carriers,     while  the US Navv    on  ^ ^   full-si^)   Kiev-class 
all  its  surface combatants with  the H^? "'^ hand'   is~equiP 
sharp contrast between high-unit aLf^ffi ^  follow-0n)   SSMs.    Vhe 
Soviet warships  is  now di^inishinf Ld d8?^8  and  ^     ^  size 
as  exemplified by  the  deployment  of  rh     5 there  ls  COnvergence 
on   the  one  hand,   and  the^S^^f^ ^^ (e^pt)"" ^ ^^ 

K*-x. rjes)   on  the  other. 
I 
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process culminating in the t^^-c,^cn-. ,-.F »U» <.     ■■ 
*Mö AH (.ne acsign oi  destroyers of 8 000 f-nw«' ^-TO I ^  -  ^i. ü,UUU tons  displacement, 

the unit sUe of Soviet „ar3hi?s Ma slgnific„ntly saaUcr ^ ^^ ^^^ 

(Soviet w.„hlp, of 6i000 ton dlspUl,M,ent „ould ^ ^^^^ ^ „^^ ^^^^ 

Since haMfbUic, and c„duro„Ce Mr. sacri£Iced for ready combat capabültlM> 

soviet warnhlp. or in.erlo. to„„eSe Had da., ccparabuity „it,, the l„rger 

US warships. 

Moraganarally. whiie t.,e United States eootinued to buiid »uch 

of Its surface fleet aroMd the fixed-„i„g aircraft and the terrier, mch 

of the Soviet surface fieet „as built aroond the non-reloed.,hle SSM iaoncher 

a woopon syste,. „ch less demanding of tonnage for direct pletfor. and escort 

needs.  Fi„nUy, the Soviet Union still retains in service so.-e 170 diesel- 

clectric attack .utaarin... so.c quite „,„_ „hlle ^ ^^  ^ ^ ^ 

elLinated dicsel-electric boats from the fleet. This „as a »ajor i.paet 

in shaping „varaU impressions of Soviet naval strength, in „hlch the large 

BShSX. of  Soviet aabmarlnes plays an important role. 

It 1. obvious that by building smaller and cheaper units the 

Soviet Navy could have attained numerical parity with the US Navy, with a 

correspondingly smaller inveatment in ship construction,  gut numerical 

parity between the two fleets „as not brought about by the economies of 

Russian ship daaignera but rather by the deliberate policy of taerican „aval 

Piannera.  Between 1969 and 1975 the „u^er of US Navy vesaels „as reduced 

fro. 9 7b to .83 through the accelerated retirement of odder and leas capable 

„arships.  IMs „^ic cut in the slao of the fleet may or „ay not have 

boon Juatlficd (the ^.eclai^ increases in operating coats certainly 

strcngthoua the argument in its favor), but Ught „r uronB) ^ ^^ 

i  u  i 
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implied a very „„„, pre£cronce ,„ unlt ^^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

and a sfr„ng ?„[mMt  for . „,„ of fi|Uy ^^.^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

l.rs8r no.,,,. uept .it „ lM.sr lüve] 0{ ro,nJ.iuti^ ^^ praferi!nces pri!su?ialjly 

rcQccted strategic calculations about the respective worth of quality versus 

quaotity-and uot merely bureaucratic tastes and traditional preferences. 

It Is therefore noteworthy that at the very time when the deci- 

sion to opt for quality „as being irnplcaented. official Navy spokesmen, and 

prominent retired officers, began to populariae comparisons of the US and 

Soviet fleets cast in ter.s of the total number cf warships deployed, and 

even In teOTs of "ship-days" In particular areas of depioyment."  Considerable 

currency „as for example given to assessments cf the „aval balance in the 

Eastern Mediterranean on the occasion of the October 1973 crisis „hich 

»ere stated abusively in numerical terms., Thus the very pe„ple „ho decided 

io reduce the numerical strength of the Navy in order to upgrade present 

and future quality, Mediately proceeded to neglect qualitative factors 

aitogether in populariaing straight numerical comparisons bet„een the Soviet 

and US navies. 

17 

18 

^^r^T^JZ^^ ^.-ntless  e_ples  official 

the PhiUdelohi. ^S' October   0^9?? (0 23? ^nvT^^'    In 

Jr.   Is  reported  aTf^lW     "our Jw    HA *   ^       DM ^cliff« u-   Toole, 
The Soviets now have abou    2 ,700  ships' ^wV^ /,83 ShipS   '   *   '   ' 
.   .   .   some  experts  hive n,^   tu       ! i        '   '   '     haL  ia Sray-palnted  ships 
closer to 2^200 ships!" ''      ^^ 0f the Soviet ^ at 

Xxa^'^^tis1^ wo:ir:l^y"quantlty switch ^of — **** 
been a disaster. ' "^  PercePtlons <>* ^  Naval power, it has 
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It is, or should be. perfectly clear that the US and Soviet 

navies cannot be „sefully compnred by almpU  ^^   ^   ^  ^ 

natter in terms of eross tnnn,^      i • , 
xn .vmui the US Navy remains superior 

by t.r,    G1ve„ the pr„f0llnd structur;ll dlH„.nces betueen ehe two ^^^ 

not „v« d...Uca „d sopMsticated ^ajel, oomparlams are oI ^ uso 

For c^u, «,. us Navy hM „ variety of o£fensive ^ oapabiittiM ^ ^u 

a. an oppo..4-l„dlng capabllity of oa.or ^„„^^ uhiio ^ ^^ 

bllitics in these respects ere still embryonic. 

Hor een cempeisons between the two fleets be ,„ade on the hesis 

01  the presumed outcome of „aval battlcs.  Far „„ t,iIng> ^ ^^ ^ 

.■.ombet scenerios is predesermined by their tncticei a„d stratesic essumptions 

to n decree unique to novel „arfero. „ore importent. the ^tni^ 0f th. t„0 

fleets is not  detemined o„ly by „hot they could do to eech other in the 

event of ell-out warfore between the Soviet Union „„d the United Stetes, 

but else b, „hot they could do to others, in less fmprobeble oircumstences. 

For „emple, in the coutext of . ..„ormel" Middle East crisis, the ebiUty of 

tbe Soviet fleet to destroy the Si.th Fleet in an all..out „splondid„ ^^ 

striho is simply irrelev.nt:  in roelistic politieel ten.s whet matter, is 

thet the Sixth Fleet conld lend troops end provide alr mffon   ^ ^ 

defense) for Tricon clients in the eree, while the Soviet „ovy would hove 

the sole option of leunehlns en all-out etteck egelnst the Sixth fleet or 

else doing nothing of subetenco (unless the sM^ 0f local pouers ^ a 

L..1 
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19 werthwhll« target for attack or defense) 

Al! such consider,tloos are „o„ obsenred by tbc prevaienen 

Of sLapUstic „„arid coDparlsu„s.  5aiterat.jd ^„^   ^  ^.^ 

«.t^n.. before onEreSs. In speecbes „^.X, dlffnsed by tbe ..edla, tbe.e 

Shlp-connts h.ve created ^.. that hflve ^ ^„^^ ^^ 

-antics. „ItK „nnlfest conseqUe,.ces „„ ,„. a£titudes of ^^ ^^ 

of glorification of the Soviet Haw «,„ 
oovlet Navy the message relayed by American media 

stresses the lnade,„acles of the US Navy and the ioss of Its former 

superiority; almost always the prime emphasis is on the shin counts. What- 

ever the pressures of the Congressional appropriations process, tbe public 

relations' stance of the Navy should come under close scrutiny, for these 

comparisons of „.s. and Soviet naval power though aimed at domestic opinion 

in fact shape third-party perceptions of the naval segment of tbe overall 

balance of military power.  A^ «„nu     M 
7 pow.r.  As such, these comparison, play a significant 

part In determining the respective standin- of the two » 
miuxn,, oi Ule two superpowers, and 

therefore their influence on the world scene. 

19 
The assumptions include (1) that the fc*f*<-f-«i  - 
virtually precludes selective attach  r     structure of the two fleets 

all-out responses; anS, (2) that ^SnfjL^^/0^0 he bOUnd t0 «^ 
the risks of an ail-ou at ack unle^     ■   erEhip GaUld not ^^ 

"S Naval War ^1^ I^^faf ^^^^^P-t IU (Ne.wport: 
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11• Pgrcepttons and th« ?hlttCnl irt-^^» ^c :gpcd Forct,ä> 

It was the conclusion of Part I above that, other things being 

equal, the Soviet style of deployment tends to generate a distinctly higher 

"output" of outwardly manifest military power than the American.  At parity 

of inputs, Soviet forces of .lmo,t all types ßfinerally appear to be d.s_ 

tlnctly superior in quantity to the counterpart U.S. forces, without being 

perceptibly inferior in quality.  In most sectors of the overall military 

competition, inputs are not of course equal and the difference in deploy- 

ment styles thus serves to minimize the perceived inferlo-ity of Soviet 

forces in low-priority sectors (e.g. strategic manned bombers?20 while 

^ maximizing the perceived superiority of Soviet forces in high-priority sec- 

tors (e.g. ICBM, submarine and ground forces). 

Hew is th<3 utUit^ of the respective armed forces affected by 

^his basic divergence in deployment styles?  If utility is assessed only in 

terms of military effectiveness, then the answer is contingent on complex 

and uncertain comparison, of expected combat outputs under a variety of 

tactical and strategic assumptions.  No argument is here presented to suggest 

that Russian preferences for numbers versus quality. Initial combat capability 

versus sustained capability, or shooting weaponry versus system ancillaries 

20 
Almost invaribly estimated at numerical face value as compared to US 

JovLTb rf"^ t0 the -f qualitative differences betten US and 

consequences of thL u L^^dTÄuX ^ ^ itV^^H ^t^ 
by the counterverixng difference between the. dense network of Soviet air 
defenses and the exceedingly thin air defense of the contln^tal United States. 
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are more efficient militarily than the contrary American preferences.  Hence. 

nothing can be said about the relative nilitarv utility of the two deploy- 

ment styles. 

If military forces existed only to provide combat capabilities 

for the actual ,onduct of hostilities, appearances and perceptions would 

be of no consequence.  In such an x.naginary world of purely physical realities. 

it would suffice to optimize combat capabilities according to whatever 

technical, tactical or strategic criteria seemed appropriate, without refer- 

ence to perceptual considerations.  But in the real world armed forces are 

not deployed exclusively in o.d.r to engage in hostilities, and their mill- 

tary uses do not exhaust their functions.  On the contrary, it is the official 

doctrine that U.S. military forces are primarily intended to avert the neces- 

sity of engnginß in hostilities, by deterrence.  In order to deter, others 

mutt ba persuaded -- bj. th^ ^ est^^tes of the likelihood and destructive 

impact of retaliation - to desist from whatever actions deterrence is meant 

to avert. 

More precisely, if deterrence is to be successful, others must 

arrive at the conclusion that the total cost (probability and cost) of 

retaliation exceeds the total gain (benefit and probability) of successfully 

making the move that is to be deterred.  Since deterrence thus depends on 

others' calculations of costs, benefits and probabilities (including others' 

assessment of retaliatory capabilities), it is a perceptual-political phenom- 

enon, and not a physical one.  Objective reality, whatever that may be. is 

iJ 
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,i*fXy trr.!.««:    only th. «u^octlv. pho„OTTO. o£ ,0,ceptlo,1 ., id ^ 

judgment  count.    ' 

Of  late  It  ,,.., inor.. ,.„,,,, lK,e,l rocos„iziJ  th,f  d,ti.l:..i[c .   ., 

of inilitarv  form     nr  "-,»-^, ^ ■        n aiy   lorcc,   or    *rjnad  suasion."     The latter  i        KO  J   , iuo j.accer  c       be deterrent  or 

-p.Uent.   „uv.   (i...   d.ltt.m. and direc,ed)   „ ^^^   (e g    a ^ 

Presence,  b.t  ia all tt.  foms>   the ^^ of armed ^^ ^^  ^ 

of eU on Pereepti0„s.     slnilarly,   it ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^^^^ 

th.« th. conunuees   "„tput" of Dilitary f„rces  is precisaly ,lie i)o]itical 

output.   „3 oppose,  t. the iosu^ce foetor  that „iUtary eapohiHty ^ se 

represents. 

The political otillty aod military effectiveness „1 a given 

«ructu« of a™ed force3 e.l.st  In different „orlds.  one the > )rld of appoar_ 

anees.   l^eessioos and    ouUo.aUy-dete^lned vame-Jod^ats of   Intennatlona! 

political  the other,   the „orid of physieel  reelity In nctua! warfare.22    This 

21 

22 

value Jnd^ents  are  al=o  ac^L cL*«t"d"ö   the  ^^^'"-'■""y-^ighte,, 
victim   to  strike  beck.     But   correlation^ h^ ",        P^P6»'"/ Of 
other,,'   perceptions of the sa^c""^ va" fro" "e'ro"^    IT1"?'" ^ 
lant goal of the shift  in strateej ,.17- unity-     A most  ^Por- 
Secrctary Schlesin3er „£ pricey ?o daal^th Sf "ith ^  '""'" * 
dangerous uncertainty    hv Li-- . Lh thls Potentially very 

ilSSo     through Jhl'ik^^.^^t^r^T d0terr0"CC S ^ 

b,  the endcreatl^tion^f  ^  .S^Sn^'Jo^^Tcr0  CraPr0"Lc" 

« 
v 
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fundamental difference, that is the difference between force and power, has 

only been clearly analyzed quite recently in the literature of political 

science. 3 Without dalviug into tha compl^xitiag of the distinction, some 

of the more salienL differences may be noted:  force is definitive, its 

operation being physical, unambiguous and direct.  Power, on the other hand, 

is indirect since it is a function of what others are willing to do in 

response to the tacit or exploit demands of the powerful.   Power must be 

recognized by others if it is to function whereas force functions in of 

itself.  Hence the centrality of perceptions in the workings of power, and 

their crucial role in determing the political utility of anned forces. 

If "true" combat capabilities were always.perceived correctly, 

then all distinctions between power and force, or between political utility 

and military effectiveness, would not matter at all from the viewpoint of 

defense planning.  If there were perfect information, and if the assumptions 

under which forces are evaluated by all parties were identical, actual and 

perceived capabilities would always have to be identical also.  But in reality 

there are many factors which tend to make for a significant and sometimes 

gross divergence between the two. 

First and most obvious is the simple problem of information. 

Only a handful of the 142 governments now represented in the U.N. have inde- 

pendent means of intelligence collection with which to establish what weapons 

and what forces are deployed by the United States, the Soviet Union and any 

other power not immediately adjacent to them. 

23 
See Appendix. 
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Second, there is the problem of evaluation.  Even with perfect 

data on all the tangible aspects of military power, it remains impossible to 

arrive at uniform assessment; of pow.,: balances, which convert mate..el and 

human inputs into true potential combat capabilities, by talcing due account 

of the intangibles of training, managerial efficiency, morale and leadership. 

Hardware comparisons are not merely inadequate on their own. but worse than 

useless.  They do not so much convey only a part of reality as obscure reality 

altogether   (E.g. Israel-Arab hardware-based assessments for 1948. 1956, 

1967, 1973).  On the other hand, as soon as evaluations go'beyond the tangibles. 

they must include subjective assessments of genuine imponderables, such as 

leadership and morale.  And when this is done-as it mus^ be done - evalua- 

tions will cease to be uniform even if all evaluators have access to identical 

data on the tangible components of military power. 

Third, there is the problem of salience.  The relevance of dif- 

ferent types of combat capability differs sharply according to the roster of 

antagonists.  The extensive anti-submarine capabilities of the U.S. Navy may 

be an Important segment of the deterrent spectrum vis a vis the Soviet Union 

with its large submarine force.  But the same anM-submarine capabilities 

would not count for much in deterring, say, Syria, which has no real sub- 

marine force at all.  Even where the contrast is less extreme, it will 

readily be appreciated that the salience of a given array of capabilities 

differs from context to context, aud specifically, that the physical reality 

of U.S. military capabilities breaks down into many separate perceived 

realities vis a vis as many separate antagonists. 
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For these reasons, the inuigCH of military capaUlXlties ivr- 

cclvod by others may differ greatly as between different porcoivera.  In 

general, perceptions will not. he an acenraca raflection of the "objective" 

reality of physical capabilities as revealed from time to time by the test 

of actual warfare/4  It follows that the optimzation of combat capabilities 

will not ensure simultaneously the optimization of the "power" projected by 

any given force-structure.  Hence if the overall politico-military "output" 

of the nation's investment in its military establishment is to be maximized. 

explicit consideration must be given to the perceptual factor.  Indeed the 

latter must be elevated into a major criterion of force-planning and deploy- 

ment decision-making.  In other words, in order to extract maximum benefits 

from U.S. military force., their structure and modes of operation must be 

deliberately aimed at projecting images of power, in ways that are readily 

absorbed by the world-wide "audience" of political actors and opinion-makers. 

24 

In sequence:  the vast majority of competent observers were surprised bv 

slan recovery in the winter of 1941, by the fir' PWM IA*    
y    RUS" 

hands of Ro^el. by the early Jap^a^L^S^^^ ^^f ^f^6 

British, by the swift US naval recovery post-Pearl Harbor. . . . and so 
on.  The least of combat outcomes which did not evoke massive surprise 
xs much shorter.  Nor has the pattern been different since WAS  T the 
unexpected North Korean success in 1950 .nd all four Arab-Is aeli^s 
(the last one in a reverse direction.) ^raon wars 



TU.  Th-a Moda^iif jvP Petctotlor 

Couple thoush tKey .„.   th. d„. „hlch de3crlbe ^^^^^ 

capabilities will  at  lama*  K„        •   J• -L-ii  du  xeast  be 'im-diraensioml •     ■; r  ,u 
sional.     :Lf  t;he  ran8e  of a missile  is 

stated at  5,000  miles,   this will  hn  B       u     u Will  be  so whGther  the  aud.cnce  for  the  ^^^^ 

is  the high  command of the  MF or an  Ind.an  peasant       Rv . 
peasant.     Ry contrast,   for  the 

~ usted .,„.. perceptlo„s or mllitary pousr uiii ^^^ ^ ^ ^ 
different classes of perceivers. 

«e can distl„8uish ,„„.„ „ j^ ^ ^^^^j   ^ 

^rs aM .nner eUte nembers ^ access  t0 privllcee(1  lnforaation   (and 

.ecnical advice, .  and „ltl, a strens p^essloaal  iMm.t in polit],0. 

^ry issUes;     (M  B0dl. opecatlves and other ^^^.^^^ ^^ ^^^ 

U. lari..e  in^^u«,  ,,,„.  „„  „^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ ^^^ ^_ 

—.ed m^.. m ^un^auary !..„..,   (c) tl,e EGn„ral pubUo> uitii 

to politico-military issues varies from .-ho ^     a   VCXL xt.s trom the very intansa fo  n    -i ?   j-uuense ^e.g. in countries 
« -r, t„ th. very low> the latter baing ^^^^^^ ^ ^^^ 

A second distinction can be „ade a ^loci as between dlffc.cnt 

types of national systems.  For Dract-fmT 
practical p-irposes, at least four categories 

of countries may be usefully distinguished: 

25 
For an example of a somewhat 
pp.   16-19. 

mo re  detailed  classtficat ion  see WN-9013-ARPA, 
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Type I systems:   economically-developed .nodem socie- 

ties, with democratic forms of govemraant.  In those, 

the p.rceptions of all three cla^s  have an Impact on 

the total policy process.  This group includes the 

United States,  most NATO members, the Dominions. Israel 

and a few other countries. 

Type II systems:  highly centralized totalitarian socie- 

ties.  In these, only the perceptions of Class A (policy- 

makers and Inner elite) will have an impact on policy- 

formation over the short-and medium term.  This category 

Includes the USSR and the CPR, Cuba.  Vietnam and North 

Korea. 
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Type III:  under-developed, modernizing larger states 

whose governance is authoritarian but not totalitarian. 

In these, the perceptions of classes A and B (opinion- 

makers), both count, but not the perceptions of class C 

(mass publics)'.  This category includes Brazil, Egypt, 

India, and Iran. 

Type IV:  under-developed small states with ruling micro- 

elites which have no access to worthwhile privileged 

information.  In these class A and class B perceivers 

cannot be usefully separated:  both rely on imported 

mass-media information which is usually of Western origin. 

This category includes most of the 142 members of the U.N. 
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From the above categorization it can be deduced directly that 

the following groups of perceJvers are of practical significance: 

A 
B 
C 

Type II 

A 

Type III 

A 
B 

Type IV 

None 

The omission of class C perceivers in Type HI countries follows by defini- 

tion:  even If their opinions counted for something in the policy-making 

process, there is no practl-.al way of reaching this group. . Radio media may 

convey facts and figures to this audience, but in the absence of the neces- 

sary context such facts and figures are bound to be virtually meaningless. 

The omission of all classes under Type IV is explained by the dependence of 

the one relevant group (the small ruling elite) on out-of-country information 

sources i.e. the general Western — or more rarely Soviet — media:  while 

the former are already coveted under Type I Soviet media are in any case 

beyond reach.  No matter what steps could b« taken to enhance the. visibility 

and perceptual impact of American power, controlled outlets such as TASS 

would process the information unfavorably. 

It is obvious that the perceptions.: of class A observers in Type I 

and Type II countries are of central importance:  they collectively determine 

those balances of perceived power which govern the external conduct of the 

most important states on the world scene.  Nevertheless it is by no means 

self-evident that these two groups ought to be the principal targets of per- 

ceptual manipulation addressed specifically at these groups as opposed to all 

other groups would be optimal.  This because class A observers in Type I and 

Type II countries are likely to be refractory to such perceptual manipulation: 
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while a shif. in the perceptions of Buch aroups would count for ffluch .oro   ^ 

a similar shift in the perceptions of any  other groups> it ls also ^  ^ 

he very much mre  dUficüU t0 ^^     ror ^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

that data derived fro. US actions would reach class A observers in both typas 

of countries through the medium of sophisticated channels of infection with 

a high technical content.  Such channels ought to filter out factors that dis- 

tort perceptions of .ilitary power, and the technical analysis of the incoming 

data will normally resist manipulation. 

It remains to define - a least conceptually - what military- 

force characteristics are liable to be salient in the perception of non- 

technical observers.  It may seem that any definition of the modalities of 

perception would have to comprise a detailed preliminary study of the entire 

disciplines of individual and group psychology, political science, international 

relations and so on.26 But some exploratory studies explicitly directed 

at the problem, have alteady suggested a number of theoretical propositions 

which can be taken as a point of departure for actual field research.27 What 

follows is a brief review of those propositions which seem most plausible. 

(1) Time is discounted.  The general tendency is to anticipate 

future changes in military capabilities.  An obvious example is the public 

reaction to such events as the Soviet test of a fission device in 1949.  The 

reaction was not: that the Soviet Union would become more "powerful" in X years. 

26 

27 

See, for example, the (partial) bibliography in BDM/W-75-188-TR. 

I.e., WN-9013-ARPA; WN-8991-ARPA- Section 7 of P x. n A 
25 September 1975; P-5402 (Rand).        7 of R & D Assocxates Report of 
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cue fission teat was releas^H  p    t 

bas«, o„ error (1.e, the fallure ^ 

^Pa« ... ceal neverthele3s.  tho s i        ■Pl0ymCnl ^ M°  ~). «.. 
cuexess.  the Soviet Union dir! K«, 

that it.     I -1 • —    ^ m0rC P^rful, in that its ability to deger or compel --,,,.. 
£UnCtl0n 0f others' reactions to its 

presumed capabilities -- increa.pH 8 to 1LS 

wer   , " ^ ^ the — ^ ^e fission test 
were released, by the United States. 

Re   3     ^  ^ alSO diSCOUnted " ^ — — -nse:  there is a 
general tendency to aggregate military capabilities  _ ' 
technical .    ■ P^xlxtxes. economic resources and 
technxcal ingenuity into a common perception of 

*- contend with the ract that , ^ ^^ Pl— 

imD   -, , " a Central COnfliCf- ^ ^ P-bably be 
impossxble to convert economic resources into de T   , 

a timely manner, it appears that even class B n    • 

continue to treat the  Ml. ^ '" ^ ' COUntrieS ^mmm^mm^o, societies aa part of 
current strength on the world scene.28 

^ mOSt direCt COnS~ - - ^-ounting of time is that :: rtperceptions of raiiitary——-— ri: ::;;fpe-ived------- or o_8h the irapact 
rent capabrl^es.  A statement such as "in 1985 the ^ ^  ^ 

will become more 'powerful' than the USAF unless 
marHv • • . is not perceived pri- 
^rily as meaning that the USAF is more "powerful" nn ■ 

powerful now; instead it will tend 

28 
If they did not, we would fare even 

worse in the balance of 
power-perceptions. 

Li 
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to en^nce perceptions of Soviet .ir p0„er ln ,„, pre.MC,  ^ coraoii ^^^ 

tlcc of U.S. spoku!1M„, ofilciol ,ai  otherwlsQi „r .„^^^ i!n  .^^ ^^ ^ 

1» u,!., or that „octet of ehe coapetttion thoro.oto ha, n parC1c„Urly „ego- 

tlve impect o„ thlrd-p.rt, perceptloos of the balance of power.29 

(2)  There are sharp differenrPQ -in n,* V  uxirerences in the perceptual uapact of 

different hinds of information ah ont BiUtary capahiilties, at any rate as 

Jar as ^on^hniea „hservers are concerned.  I„itlal EuIdanco „„ tl,o rc]atlve 

ease of ahsorption of afferent fo^s of information can he provided hy the 

content of co^ereia! advertlsin6 (correcting for cultur.l bias); this is 

particourly usefoi because of the objective feedbaeh that guide, its content 

(i.e. sales fibres).  V ln£er.nce from eh. prtctlcM of ^^  ^^ 

the following propositions may be derived: 

a)  Force-level figures are readily absorbed 

because numbers are conceptually simple in 

themselves, (as opposed to non-trivial quali- 

tative information .  However, if numerical 

descriptions of military forces are to have 

a strong perceptual impact, the units involved 

must be vividly meaningful to the audience. 

For example, "divisions," "tanks" and — to 

a lesser extent - "JCBMs" are meaningful 

units, in the sense that non-technical observers 

believe that they understand what these terms 

29 

(«Ä SwtionT ^ a ""^"^ t0 C"r-1POlate —'M  — * ="' finge 
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30 
describe.   This is so even if in fact the meaning 

of these units is being misunderstood — which is 

especially likely to be the case in comparisons oL 

different national forces, where combat formations 

are often unequal in substance even if their nomen- 

clature is identical. 

(b)  Further if numbers arc to have an impact, con- 

text must be supplied, usually by means of compari- 

sons.  For example, the statement that the Soviet 

Union has 1,618 ICBMs may be interpreted to mean 

that the Soviet Union is weak, since a good many 

non-technical observers seem to think that the 

super-powers have "thousands" of ICBMs.  By contrast, 

the statement that the Soviet Union has 1,618 

ICBMs viz. 1,054 for the United States is readily 

understoud in a broadly correct sense, (i.e. the 

Soviet Union has "more"). 

kv  ' 

(c)  While numbers are readily absorbed, they are 

not computed easily.  Hence the perceptual impact 

of multiple numerical statements is actually likely 

to be degraded, unless the implication of the numbers 

is cumulative, (e.g. "The Soviet Union has 600 more 

30 
Units may be meaningful without necessarily being impressive, as in the case 
of men-In-uniform counts.  Most non-profession;il observers underestimate 
the Importance of manpower per se, 
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ICBMs, and 200 more SLBMs      "  ■  „ 
•   •   •       viz.   "The SovIet 

(d)     Performance d-itn  ^ 
^  iS  n0t   read"y  absorbed  unless 

Clearly understood  index of noma] it     . 
normality ls provided. 

In describing the  constituents  of ^..^ 
wj.j.icary power  this 

»   vi-.fe.   cne    world  s 

W   Qu^utiv. infomatim may be r(iaduy ^^^^ 

also, if it (,__ . Q 
can be conveyed in visual ^^   ^ ^ 

least in vivid verbal <«* 
verbal xmagery.  Non-technical observers 

— to either will enable such ^^ 

to visualize aircraft carriers on H u 
rs 0n thG basis of non- 

visual information.  By contract 
y contrast, non-technical observers 

cannot visualize raciir-    o 
radar, sonar or EW equipment.  The 

same consideration applies to th Pl       S t0  the generally higher- 

impact information on caPabllities-ln 
¥  oixitles-in-uee. Again, 

non-technical observers can visualize the me  • 
■***« tne meaning 

0f "^^ Uank divi3ions advancing . .   - but ^ » • • .   but they 
cannot visual T^O ••«.  /• l.»rtl» the (P0sslbly nuch nore ^^^^^ 

performance of raHar- ^ 
radar, sonar or EW  caPabilities_in_use 

Verbal imagery may be vtvIA      A 
V vivxd and perceptually effective 

even when the operations described r 
aescrrbed cannot he seen at all. 
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as In the case of a successful ballistic-missile 

Intercept ("Like hitting a fly in outcr  spacaj 

like hitting a bullet with a bullet ..."). 

(f) Actual personal exposure to the reality of 

ci-going military activities can have a wholly 

disproportionate impact on perceptions of mili- 

tary capabilities.  An observer exposed to tfr 

sights and sounds of flight-operations on board 

an aircraft-carrier may thereafter discount all 

kinds of less vivid information that would counter- 

act his own personal impressions of formidable 

Power (e.g. data on Soviet anti-carrier capabili- 

ties). 

(g)  Non-technical observers tend to be over- 

impressed by technologically-advanced qualitative 

features of military equipments, regardless of 

their actual contribution to force-effectiveness. 

Hence "nuclear aircraft-carrier" has a greater 

impact on non-technical perceptions than "aircraft 

carriers" (e.g. with Indian observers, 1971). 

Similarly, the importance of bombers may be 

discounted because of a t. vi.ncy to regard them as 

"old-fashioned." as compared to ballistic missiles. 

(Given enough exposure, the cr <se  missiles may in 

' 
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turn displace the ballistic missile as the advanced 

strategic weapon par t-xcellence.) 

As some of the above will have shown, perceptions find Chair 

place in frames of reference which are themselves the cumulative residue of 

earlier percept ons.  The perceivers are "educated" progressively through 

exposure to successive ]lyers of information.  Most of the world's supply 

of data on military power emanates from the U.S. Department of Defense. 

The remainder largely originates from specialized publications with good 

access to U.S. Defense officials and defense contractors.  Soviet and 

other adversary primary sources provide only a small fraction of the mili- 

tary data, and hardly any numerical data at all. 

Similarly, information on military capabilities world-wide 

reaches the global audience — elite or otherwise — primarily through 

American media channels, notably the weekly newsmagazines, the major news- 

papers, news-agency reports and technical journals.  Non-American Western 

media convey a distinctly smaller amount of data on military capabilities. 

Non-Western media, including Soviet media convey very little original 

data in fact even specialized Soviet military publications rely almost 

exclusively on data quoted from Western media in cover/ng U.S., Soviet 

and CPR military capabilities. 



IV.  IraollcaClona for U.S. Defense Policy 

The propositions set out above are no more than hypotheses; 

they need to be eiaborared in much greater detail and then tested through 

30 
opinion research, especially elite-opinion research.   But it is not prc- 

maturo, to consider the possible implications for U.S. defense policy.  Three 

broad policy approaches to the problem present themselves. The first would 

be to formulate and iaolement a purposeful information policy for the Depart- 

31 
ment of Defense on the lines of institutional advertising.   The idea would 

be to augment the political "output" by existing force-structures and modes 

of deployment by enhancing the images of power they generate, and by over- 

coming their perceptually negative features.  Elements of such a policy 

30 Further theoretical analysis uninformed by field research is not likely 
to be very useful.   Sophisticated analysts of military power are not 
particularly qralified to investigate the modalities of the perceptions 
of non-technical observers; indeed, their knowledge may amount to a 
disability. 

31 This course should nCt be dismissed as too radical a departure from 
present practices, or even as inconsistent with constitutional obliga- 
tions, and the realities of a free society, with free (and investigative) 
media.  It should be apparent that a very high proportion of the data 
released by D.O.D. is already guided by the principles of institutional 
advertising, albeit in reverse.   Its cumulative effect is to erode con- 
fidence in U.S. military power.  A contrary policy of positive institu- 
tional advertising would be at least as consistent with constitutional 
requirements, with societal realities, and with a detached concern for 
the truth. 

; 
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would range from. say. detailed and repeated explana-on. of the vast dif- 

ference between Soviet and U.S. Anny division., to the systematic exposure- 

of eUte observers to suitable U.S. capab 111 ties inaction (a.g. .any uoro 

visits to aircraft carriers especially when engaged in flight operations), 

to the upward redeslgnation of combat formations.  This cosmetic approach 

would require no actual change, in force-structures and modes of deployment 

The second approach would seek to change the reality, rather 

than to attempt to present an unchanged reality differently. An  example 

of this more drastic approach - which may entail more military-organi.ational 

costs than political benefits - would be to restructure the ground formations 

of the U.S. Army so as to yield 32 smaller divisions instead of the planned 

16, or ..en to produce 160 "combat groups" (battalions).  Another kind of 

structural change would be to change the configuration of USN warships so 

as to augment their visible armament (presumably at the expense of invisible 

but more useful capabilities).   A non-structural change in the mode of 

Ofieration of current forces, would be to increase the exposure of USN attack 

^bmarines. (Their capabilities are usually overlooked ^ the semi-official 

estimates of Soviet and US Naval capabilities in Mediterranean conflict, 

scenarios which are now in circulation.)  It is evident that if taken to 

extremes, this approach would lead to the deployment of "cardboard" military 

32 
Is^n^r' f8^!1^«"0* of US Navy warships - whatever its motives - 
is an example of such a cosmetic policy in action:  Large de.troylrs have 
become erasers, the patrol frigate has become a guided^missillTr^ate3:6 

i L 
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forces, on the lines cf the ttnlian anoy and navy of the inte^ar period, 

whdeh were used In effect as theatrical props, to sopport an activist for- 
33 

elgn policy. 

But in a less extreme form, this approach is not to be dismissed. 

There are for exaaple a good many tactical analysts who already advocate 

the abandonment of the large-division Army (and Marine) force-structure for 

purely military reasons, without regard to the (greater) perceptual inpact 

of more units, albeit smaller ones.  Similarly, there are a good many naval 

analysts who question the wisdom of continued investment in small numbers 

of very large hulls in the presence of the single-shot shiP-killing missxle. 

Again, such analysts argue the merits of more and smalls h.ll.s independently 

of the possible impact on world-wide perceptions of US naval power that 

a larger fleet might have.  Much the same line of argument is followed in 

regard to tactical aircraft and battle tank design.  (The investment cost 

of a 35-5on tank with simple fire-control and other ancillaries might be 

not much more than a third of the expected XM-1 cost.)  With regard to 

each of these questions controversy continues.  In circumstances where the 

merits of the case are evenly divided on cost and military-effectiveness 

grounds, introduction of the perceptual factor under this second approach 

might legitimately swing the balance. 

» - 

33 „. 
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Ther. U  flMUy . eWrd approach to ^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^ 

«u» .«« tl,e „„.„. of th. nlnliaalist „cosmetic„ ^^^ ^ ^^ ^^ 

».He. ^ third appr0ilch „ould isgjÄäÄ tha ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^ 

, — P0ucy. maWng it an accoptt,d „^^^ ^ ^^ ^^^ ^ 

of maximizin« the nolir-fr-n ™-n-t 

"HOXO. „ader tM. approachi estlnates of the ^^^^^ ^^^ ^ ^^ 

varl„us alteraativas under considora£lo„ „^^ ^ taken ^^ ^  ^ 

- dec-^s process. alon8 wlth ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ o£ ^^ 

Uctai.^ per£oraance. tactical effoctlveiie8S) ^^^^ ^      ^' 

so on. 

I« Practice, tM. „ould entall ^ ^^^ ^ „^^  ^ 

process on weapon-sy.tem procurement fore.  .1   • 
ement, force-plamung and peacetime force- 

deployment.  Detailea „uidelines fcr rh* 
iiUW for the conduct of such Vrceptual-i^act 

analyses" cannot be developed in the abstract \r. i. 
« aostract, but would require a_d hoc 

formulation, consistent with the particular nature of tha  *< 
uacure ol the audience, the 

salient forms of communicationand the major features of th. 
j  .■«t.ursB ot the pre-existinp 

perceptuel-poUtlcal context.  For examole . 
example, a perceptual-Impact analysis of 

a small ausmentation (or reduction) of ,*.  i>a 
uotion) of the US ground forces in «est Germany 

-ould entail . dl„erent „audlence,. ^  , ^^^ ^^ ^ 

the B.l homher program, and it „ould also entail different forms o[ ^ 

-nication and a different pre-existing context. 

in the forme, case, it might be determined for exampie that 

the Smm auäU^ .„ west carman and oti]ci. BATO ciass A ^ ^  ^ 

' 

J ._ik 
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groups, as well as the Chinese and Russian class A audience, more or less 

In that order of priority.  The primary forms of ccmunication are liable 

to be indirect, with the German mass public receiving the data through 

German media - which are apt to trans.it the Information without the 

qualifications and mention of countcrveiling factors that the original oi.i- 

cial release is liable to include, and which American media are more likely 

to include.  Salient features of the pre-existing perceptual-political 

context might include the high profile of Soviet ground capabilities, and 

the residual uncertainties that still attend the American commitment to 

European defense.  In the second case on the other hand, the ^ri^n^ audience 

for the B.l bomber program is the Russian claS;   A group; the forms of 

communication will include internal Soviet intelligence channels, and the 

pre-existing perceptual-political context may include notions of manned 

boo.ber effectiveness - a residue of backfire advocacy - while the notion 

that bombers are generally "old fashioned" is much more likely to be prevalent 

among secondary audience, SUch as those of Western Europe. 

Having determined what are the relevant audiences and forms of 

communication, and having defined the salient features of the pre-existing 

perceptual-political context, the next step would be to formulate tentative 

guidelines for the perceptual dimension of the decision.   At this stage 

all sorts of questions would arise:  Does the German public know how many 

US troops are in Germany? Or rather, what proportion of the public a generally 

accurate notion of the number of troops? To what extent is the number of 

troops regarded by class A and B audiences as important ^er se in NATO 

deterrence? How does this square with the seemingly still prevalent idea 

u 
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that NATO strategy is primarily strategic-nuclear, with a tripwire ground 

force component?  Or is this idea no longer current? and so on.  The 

hypothetical guidelines ihemselves. (generally based on the propositions 

set out in Part III above), and such subordinate questions would next have 

to be defined precirely so that they can be tested through actual opinion 

research, primarily elite-opinion research.  Finally on the basis of tested 

theories a reasoned and documented perceptual input would be made into the 

de-ision process, alongside with the cost analysis, tactical strategic 

and branch-preference inputs.  Will« never as exact as inputs based on 

actual (not planned) costs and actual (not expected) performance, the per- 

cept . inputs thus developed should not entail conspicuously greater uncer- 

tainties than many of the established criteria which now govern defense 

decision-making.  Politics and perceptual analysis are not exact sciences, 

but then neither is the study of war. 

Especially in regard to the first example given above, it may 

be objected that the perceptual-political variables are already introduced 

Into defense policy, notably through ISA and State Department interventions 

on such issues as US troop deployments in Europe and Korea, and the deploy- 

ment of the Sixth Fleet.  (In regard to the latter, the degree of detailed 

attention is such that considerationof the possibility of withdrawing one 

of the two carriers in the Fleet suffices to evoke strong State Department 

objections.)  It is true that in these established practices there are the 

rudiments of a perceptual-political input for defense policy, but it is 

clear that this is a very inadequate for it is confined to a very few issues, 

notably jh^loyment decisions of particularly high visibility.  There arc no 
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such ISA/State Department inputs for force-structure planning or weapon- 

system procurement decisions, and neither does it seem likely that these 

agencies would he qualified to provide JeUiled and continuing guidance 

on the perceptual-political dimension of these areas of decision.. 
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V.   Conclusion I 
vd tbyi'k&f   Ar%M€ji 

It was  argued above^h-t   ^   ^0 ove^h.t  it  is not; p0ssible to extract  ^ 

Mxira p„1uico-DlUtary .e.e.U  rro. th. nation.s oxpenditi,re ^  its 

-Uurv f„rces. u„lesa explicit conslderation ^ ^^ ^ tha pKM^^ 

effects o£ thelr e„„£i8uratlon. stcucture ^ ^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ 

was further argued that it is well within ^ 
well within the scope of the relevant dis- 

ciplines and methods to evaluate o.,^ 
valuate such perceptual effects in a manner suffi- 

ciently unambiguous to allow the resulting data to S  • .  . 
auxLing aata to be introduced in the 

decision-making processes nf <->,= n~ 
of the Department of Defense. (This last proposi- 

tion may be tested through case studies of percentn.! ■ 
perceptuai-nnpact analyses of major 

decision alternatives.)  it remains tn ** A 
remains to devise procedures whereby the per- 

ceptual dimension of defense policy can h^ -in^  < . 
P xicy can be integrated within the established 

processes of decision.  This l^ct- ««oo 
^This last problem fortunately transcends the scope 

of the present study. 

. Lm 



APPENDIX 

POWER AND FORCE:     Definitions  and  Implications 

i- 

MiHtary power Is normally defined,, in functional 

fccrms, more or leas Ed follows:  "...ulio ability of 

states to affect the will and behavior of other scattn 
(1) 

by armed coercion or the threat of armed coercion." 

Such a definition clearly does not allow for any 

meaningful differentiation between pov/er and force; 

indeed the quoted author immediately adds, "it (military 

power) is equivalent to 'force,' broadly defined."  It 

is here argued, by contrast that "power" is a phenomenon 

much broader than force, even if "broadly defined." 

Power itself, power tout court (but always as a 

relation rather than a unit of measurement), has been 
(3) 

the subject of countless definitions,   including some 

so general as to define very little indeed (e.g. "man's 

control over the minds and actions of other men." in a 
(4) 

popular textbook).   One modern definition analyz.  the 

power relation in its components, treating power-in- 

TD  Actually, by Robert E. Osgood in Robert E. Osgood 
and Robert W, Tucker, Force, Order and Justice (Baltimore 
Johns Hopkins Press, 19b7),   Pt. 1, p, 3. 

(2) Ibid. 

(3) See,   for example,   Roderick Bell,   David V.   Edwards, 
R.   Harrison Wagner,   Politlca]   Power:     A  Reader   in Theory 
and  Research  (New York':     T.ie  Free   Press,   l-jC?)),' a   cbmpen- 
dium of  definitions   In modern American political  science. 

(4) Hans   J.   Merge nthau,   Politics  arnon'^ Na t i ona   (Now York ; 
Alfred  A.   Knopf,   196?.),   p.   2ü. 

IM 
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action as a dynamic manipulative relationship, of which 

power tout court is an instrumentality that includes 

diverse elements in a continuum from po3itive incentives 

to coercion.   m this fuller definition, voluntary 

compliance 1& attributed to "authority" while the 

absence of coercion or the threat thereof in non-voluntary 

compliance is said to reveal the working of "influenced 

Other modern definitions deliberately combine the 

notions of power and influence, treating both as actor- 

directed relationships,   whose nature can be viewed in 

terms of "intuitive notions very similar to those on 

wnlch the idea of force rests in mechanics,^ Newtonian 

mechanics, that is. .,ot surprisingly, less formal 

definitions obscure entirely any distinction between 

power and force,  beginning (and sometimes ending) with 

some such phrase as "power is the ability to force...," 

(5) Peter Bauhrach and Morton S fS?JSf-v—KS —.  
Povcrt, („ev, ror...    Oxfo^S^fSS^" 17.38. 
(6) ibid. 

[FngllwoSodR?llf'/ \rDThlj  f^f" Folitin^   ^-j^* 
PP? 39-54.  CllfiSj N-J-:    ^entice-riali; Inc., im)> 

(8)     Dahl,   Modern  Political AnalvniRr   p.   41. 

||Lt-f0r"n n?!??le  ^ce
TP
tion.   S«e   P.   Bachrach and M    S 

Zr?   '''   A^     
1Si0nna^  No"decislon:     An Analytical ^BMi^ 

11    LU IT/ ?*"*0l!t±C*1 ^ieT}QQ Revlew-     V01.VM1963) pp.   532-64^,   wnore   uhe  dlstinc'cI^rTS^lBTTe   clear ?nd wi™« 

of    LPpowe?fdulUf( '
hn;   "   iS   -—PnanceCwith ?he  orders 

using f^ce" lmp0'eS  0n  Lhe  laltGV  the C03^  of 
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Now these definitions may be adequate for a variety 

of analytical purposes, but not for our own.  In seeking 

to evaluate the efficiency of systems Security, we not- 

first of all that power, as an aggregate of external- 

action capabUities, denotes the overall "output" of the 

System.  (Power rather than security, for that depends 

also on the level of the threat, a variable external to 

the system.) 

Next, we observe that the efficiency of such systems 

is defined by the relationship between the power gener- 

ated (-output), and the costs to society of operating 

the system («Inputs) - these being the direct costs of 

force-deployments and of military infrastructures, as 

well as the hidden costs that may be imputed to methods 

of lleoretlonary. defense (i.e. defense-in-depth, and 

"elastic" defense), where societal daiTiago is inflicted 

by enemy action which is temporarily unopposed for 

strategic (-systemic) reasons. 

Other things being equal, the efficiency of such 

systems must be inversely proportional to the degree of 

reliance on force, since the force generated will require 

a proportional input of human and material resources. 

In fact, the efficiency of the systems will reflect 

their "economy of force." 
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It follows that while in a static perspective force 

Is indeed a constituent of power, in dvnarrns terras on 

the other hand force and power are not, analogous at all 

but rather In a sense opposätes, one being an input and 

the other an output -- with efficiency requiring the 

minimization of the former, and the maximization of the 

latter.  Evidently we cannot rely on definitions that 

nullify the difference (in dynamic terms) between force 

and power, and must provide our own definitions instead. 

Of these, the definition of force is by far the 

simpler,.  We know how force la constituted:  in direct 

proportion to the quantity and quality of the inputs, 

whether these are armored divisions, or helicopter 

battalions or, at a different level of analysis, men, 

equipment or fuels.  We know how force "works":, by 

direct application on the field of battle, or in active 

(non-combat) deployments.  It is true that force also 

works Indirectly (-politically), since its mere presence 

— If recognized — may deter or compel.  Rut the 
(10) 

indirect suasion  of force, though undoubtedly a poll- 

JTW}    For a development of the concep't of "suasTünT" 
descriptive of the actual process resulting from the 
presence, display or symbolic application of force, see ■■ 
Edward H. Luttwak, The Political Uses of Seapower (Balti- 
more:  Johns Hopkins "Press. irpiTTT^ha  context is naval 
but the theory is of general applicability.) 
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tical rather than a physical phenomenon, occurs only m 

the narrowest "tactical" dimension. 

Accordingly, while bearlnc in mind this qualifica- 

tion, we may treat force-in-oPoration as essentially 

analogous to a physical phenomenon, one truly comparable 

to the concept of force in (Newtonian) mechanics.  Both 

are consumed in application; both wane over distance to 

a degree which is dependent on the particular means of 

conveyance (or the medium of transmission); both are 

characterized by perfect proportionality between 

qualitatively equal units,  m other words, military 

force is indeed governed by constraints on accumulation, 

use, transmission and dispersion akin to the physical 

laws that condition mechanical force. 

How does power "work"? Very differently.  First, 

not by causing effect directly but rather by eliciting 

responses - if all works well - the desired responses. 

The powerful issue an order, and those subject to their 

power obey.  But in so doing, the latter are not the 

passive objects of the power-relation (as is the case 

with the objects of force) but rather the actors, since 

it is those who obey who themselves carry out the action 

required of them. 

The powerful who merely issue the order only have 

a static attribute, i.e. "power", while it is the 
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actor-objects of this power that supply the dynamic 
(11) 

"enorr.y" in their obedience.   It follows immediately 

that the physical conatraints which impose a proportion- 

ality between the amount of force applied (and consumed 

in the process) and the results obtained, does not 

apply to the power relation.  One, two or a thousand 

prisoners of war who walk to their place of internment 

in response to an order which they choose to obey, do 

not consume the power to which their obedience is a 

response; as against tnls, the physical removal of fifty 

demonstrators requires much less force than Lhs removal 

of fifty thousand.  In the latter case there is a rigid 

proportionality between the force-inputs and the output; 

in the former there is no such proportionality. 

All this merely describes the power  lation without 

explaining it.  Next we must ask why some men obey others 

Or, in other words, what are the processes whereby 

desired responses can be elicited in the minds of men, 

causing them to act in the manner required of them. 

TT)  Peter Blau, Exchange ana Power in Social Life 
New York:  John Wiley, 1964), compares power to status 

but then goes on to treat it as capital, expendable 
capital,  Cf. Talcott Parsons, "On the Concept of Poli- 
tical Power" in Political Power; A Reader in Th ry_and 
Research, pp. 256-2^7, where power is deflnea in terms 
comparable to money, thus also suggesting its exhaustion 
in use . 
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Clearly the actor-obj-cts of the power relation doc^ 

to obey; assu.nins rationality^ obedience or the lack of 

it muot reflect a comparieon ^tv/een .he coot, and 

benefits of obedience versuo defiance. (Though the 

comparison may be rudimentary to the point of having 

been internalized into a mental habit, with obedience 

reflexive rather than deliberate.  Such routlnized 

processes merely reflect the ingrained results of prior 

comparisons of costs and benefits.) 

At this point it would seem that power is easily 

defined as' the ability to control the flows of costs 

and benefits to others, with force being merely a sub- 

ordinate ability to impose a particular kind of cost 

through coercion or destruction.  If this were indeed so, 

then our analysis would have fruitlessly returned to its 

starting point,  and the differentiation here being 

pursued between power and force would have to be 

abandoned.  For it would appear that the "ability to 

control costs and benefits" must be subject to the same 

limiting proportionality between inputs and outputs as 

the ability to apply force, or force tout court. 

(12)     In the ~;aiue-free sense" of an aliP-nmFHt~~of end-^ '^TTri 

they^y'be.13 ^^ t0 0plinlZe ^« Serfwha^vef 

il3Lr,LQ'   t0   tne mchrach-^™t2 definition; see note _j, a DO ve . 
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But this is not so.  The ability to elicit desired 

responses through the decision.-, of  he actor-objects of 

tho  power relation is plainly nob j .'urution or the 

ability to control costs and benefits, but rather of 

the perceived ability to do so.  In other words, the 

first stage cf the power-process is perceptual, and 

power is therefore in the first instance a subjective 

phenomenon; it can only function through the medium of 

others' perceptions.  This means, of course, that power 

processes will be governed in the first instance by the 

phenomena of perception.  And that perceived force, 

rather than force itself, is a key constituent of power. 


